
Family Office 
Investment Report
Q1 2023 CAPITAL FLOWS & INSIGHTS



This analysis is based on investment assets held by single family office clients at Citi Private Bank. Citi Private Bank’s 
Global Family Office Group considers a single family office to have US $250mm+ net worth and one or more dedicated 
professionals covering i. portfolio of assets/investments & liabilities; ii. legal matters; iii. finance and accounting; iv. trusts 
& tax planning; and/or v. philanthropy & foundations.

Data is taken from more than 1,200 single family office clients globally and filtered for size and allocation characteristics. 
This publication presents a general snapshot of how Citi Private Bank’s single family office clients are positioned and 
provides insight into regional flows. The data provided is not representative of and should not be deemed to be 
attributable to any particular family office client. Please refer to page 23 for methodology information.

Investment assets that single family office clients hold at Citi Private Bank were captured on December 31, 2022 and 
March 31, 2023. The asset classes included align with Citi Private Bank’s Global Investment Committee definitions and 
nomenclature. Please refer to pages 24-25 for index definitions.

All information presented in this publication are for informational purposes only, are based on past activity, are not 
intended to represent investment advice, nor any projection of forward-looking performance and are not the product of 
Citi’s Research Department. 

You are solely responsible for consulting your own independent advisors as to the legal, tax, accounting and related 
matters concerning the information herein and nothing in this document or in any communication, whether or not in 
writing, between you and Citibank/Citigroup or any of their affiliates constitutes legal, tax or accounting advice.

INVESTMENT PRODUCTS: NOT FDIC INSURED • NOT CDIC INSURED • NOT GOVERNMENT INSURED • NO BANK GUARANTEE • MAY LOSE VALUE
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Foreword

A very warm welcome to the first edition of 
our Family Office Investment Report.

This quarterly publication will offer a perspective 
into how some of the world’s sophisticated 
investors are positioning their portfolios amid 
the latest macroeconomic and geopolitical 
developments. We hope that this will help family 
offices understand the thinking and actions of 
their peers in the context of market movements 
and long-term asset allocation considerations.

We begin this edition by exploring family office 
investment assets held with Citi Private Bank 
and look at the equal- and capital-weighted asset 
allocations as of the end of the first quarter of 
2023. We compare these asset allocations to our 
reference allocation. We also consider them in light 
of our strategic return estimates for asset classes.

Among the key takeaways is that many family offices 
continue to maintain a large allocation to investible 
cash, which includes deposits and money market 
instruments. These allocations may be attributable 
to attractive deposit rates, market volatility and 
fears for the health of certain financial institutions. 

Despite such concerns, global equities and bonds 
managed to rally in the first quarter of 2023. Amid 
this move, family offices put some cash to work, 
particularly into fixed income. This “flight to quality” 
was consistent with our organization’s message of 
seeking yield through higher quality fixed income.

Our Family Office Investment Report looks at 
movements in family office portfolio positioning, a 
different perspective from our annual Family Office 
Survey. For the latter, our family office clients self-
report their total portfolio holdings across all their 
providers, among other topics. Along with the annual 
survey and our topical white papers, this report is 
one of the ways in which we illuminate key trends 
and insights for this sophisticated investor base.

We look forward to evolving Family Office 
Investment Report over the quarters ahead. Your 
feedback remains vital: if there is an aspect that 
you would like us to explore, please let us know. 

It is our privilege to serve you.

Hannes Hofmann
Global Head
Global Family Office Group

Shu Zhang
Global Head
Global Investment Lab
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Hannes Hofmann
Global Head
Global Family Office Group

Asset allocation
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GLOBAL APAC EMEA LATAM NAM

CASH

FIXED INCOME

EQUITY

HEDGE FUNDS

PRIVATE EQUITY

REAL ESTATE

COMMODITIES

30.9% 25.1% 34.1% 28.5% 32.8%
21.0% 21.2% 20.0% 23.7% 20.3%

34.9% 42.0% 30.2% 34.2% 35.1%

2.8% 4.2% 2.9% 3.6% 1.6%

5.9% 4.2% 6.0% 4.7% 7.3%

3.5% 2.6% 5.1% 4.6% 2.2%

0.9% 0.7% 1.7% 0.7% 0.6%

GLOBAL APAC EMEA LATAM NAM

CASH

FIXED INCOME

EQUITY

HEDGE FUNDS

PRIVATE EQUITY

REAL ESTATE

COMMODITIES

23.5% 17.8% 25.5% 19.8% 25.5%

14.7% 19.7% 14.5% 15.9% 12.5%

55.9% 58.2% 48.2% 59.0% 59.0%

1.8% 1.5% 3.1% 2.2% 0.9%

2.3% 1.6% 4.1% 2.0% 1.5%

1.3% 0.8% 2.9% 0.9% 0.5%

0.6% 0.4% 1.7% 0.3% 0.1%

A S S E T  A L L O C AT I O N

On average, family offices in all regions had a high allocation to cash at the end of the first quarter of 2023. 

FIGURE 1 :  ASSET ALLOCATIONS  (EQUAL-WEIGHTED)*

FIGURE 2:  ASSET ALLOCATIONS (CAPITAL-WEIGHTED)*

An equal-weighted average of family office client allocations as of Mar 31, 2023.
In the `equal-weighted’ methodology, each account included in the analysis is given the same weight (1/Number of Accounts).

A capital-weighted average of family office client allocations as of Mar 31, 2023.
In the `capital-weighted’ methodology, each account’s weight is proportional to its market value (Weight of Account A = Market Value of Account A / Market Value of 
Family Office Client Universe Holdings).

Source: Citi Private Bank, March 2023. 
* This analysis takes holdings data from over 1,200 relationships globally and requires a minimum of 50 relationships in each region (APAC, EMEA, LATAM or NAM) to 
conduct this analysis.
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Cash

Family office clients worldwide had large allocations 
to cash as of 31 March 2023. On a global, equal-
weighted basis, the average holding was 31.0% - 
figure 1. On a capital-weighted basis, the figure was 
23.5%, implying that family offices with larger asset 
holdings at Citi Private Bank held somewhat less 
cash - figure 2. 
 
These allocations are well above those in our 
benchmark strategic asset allocations. For example, 
on the following page, we show our Global Allocation 
in US Dollars with Hedge Funds and 15% Illiquids 
(Private Equity & Real Estate) at Risk Level 3 
(“Reference Allocation”), which has a 2.0% 
weighting in cash.*

At the regional level, there was some variation. 
Family offices in Asia Pacific and Latin America had 
less cash-heavy portfolios than their Europe, Middle 
East & Africa and North America counterparts. This 
was true both on an equal-weighted and capital-
weighted view. 

Citi Global Wealth’s investment philosophy stresses 
building fully invested core portfolios for the long 
term and advises against holding excess cash. 
Particularly over longer periods, large cash holdings 
have exerted a drag on portfolio performance, albeit 
while also dampening volatility. Our strategic asset 
allocation methodology forecasts an annualized 
return of 3.4% for this asset class over the next 
decade, lower than for any other asset class except 
commodities - figure 3.

FIGURE 3:  AVS’  LONG-TERM OUTLOOK FOR
ASSET CLASSES

*Risk Level 3 is designed for investors with a blended objective who require a 
mix of assets and seek a balance between investments that offer income and 
those positioned for a potentially higher return on investment. Risk Level 3 
may be appropriate for investors willing to subject their portfolio to additional 
risk for potential growth in addition to a level of income reflective of his/her 
stated risk tolerance. Adaptive Valuation Strategies (AVS) is Citi Global Wealth 
Investments’ own strategic asset allocation methodology. It is used to determine 
a suitable long-term mix of investments - or strategic asset allocation - for 
each client, based upon the outlook for returns and risks, as well as upon each 
client’s individual preferences. Its aim is to maximize returns for a particular 
amount    of risk.

Source: Citi Global Wealth Investments Quant Research & Global Asset Allocation 
team. SREs for 2023; Based on data as of October 31, 2022; Returns estimated 
in US Dollars. All estimates are expressions of opinion and are subject to change 
without notice and are not intended to be a guarantee of future events. Strategic 
Return Estimates are no guarantee of future performance. Past performance 
is no guarantee of future returns. Please refer to pages 26-27 for the index 
composites for each asset class.

Strategic Return Estimates based on indices are Citi Global Wealth Investments’ 
forecast of returns for specific asset classes (to which the index belongs) over 
a 10-year time horizon. Indexes are used to proxy for each asset class. The 
forecast for each specific asset class is made using a proprietary methodology 
that is appropriate for that asset class. Equity asset classes utilize a proprietary 
forecasting methodology based on the assumption that equity valuations revert 
to their long-term trend over time. The methodology is built around specific 
valuation measures that require several stages of calculation. Assumptions 
on the projected growth of earnings and dividends are additionally applied to 
calculate the SRE of the equity asset class. Fixed Income asset class forecasts 
use a proprietary forecasting methodology that is based on current yield levels. 
Other asset classes utilize other specific forecasting methodologies.

SRE do not reflect the deduction of client fees and expenses. Past performance is 
not indicative of future results. Future rates of return cannot be predicted with
certainty. Investments that pay higher rates of return are often subject to higher  
risk and greater potential loss in an extreme scenario. The actual rate of return 
on investments can vary widely. This includes the potential loss of principal on 
your investment. It is not possible to invest directly in an index.

All SRE information shown above is hypothetical not the actual performance of 
any client account. Hypothetical information reflects the application of a model 
methodology and selection of securities in hindsight. No hypothetical record can 
completely account for the impact of financial risk in actual trading. Adaptive 
Valuation Strategies (AVS) provides SREs and asset allocations profiles for 
multiple currencies. Please refer to page 26 for the definition of Strategic Return 
Estimates.

ASSET CLASS

STRATEGIC 
RETURN 
ESTIMATE

CASH 3.4%

GLOBAL DEVELOPED INVESTMENT GRADE 

FIXED INCOME

4.6%

GLOBAL HIGH YIELD FIXED INCOME 7.4%

GLOBAL EMERGING FIXED INCOME 7.8%

GLOBAL DEVELOPED MARKET EQUITY 7.0%

GLOBAL EMERGING MARKET EQUITY 12.9%

HEDGE FUNDS 9.1%

PRIVATE EQUITY 17.6%

REAL ESTATE 10.6%

COMMODITIES 2.4%
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Fixed income

Family office clients hold less fixed income than our 
Reference Allocation - figure 4. However, family office 
clients have continued to build their allocation to this 
asset class due to the attractive yields on offer. On an 
equal-weighted view, the global average was 21.0%. 

Family offices with larger asset holdings at Citi Private 
Bank have smaller allocations still, as shown by the 
capital-weighted figure of 14.7%. For comparison, our 
Reference Allocation has a 39.0% weighting in fixed 
income - figure 4.

The low allocations to fixed income may partly be a 
result of this asset class’s low returns of the past 
decade. In the ten years to 31 October 2022, Global 
Developed Investment Grade Fixed Income, Global High 
Yield Fixed Income and Global Emerging Fixed Income 
saw annualized returns of 1.2%, 4.3% and 0.8% 
respectively. However, our strategic asset allocation 
methodology estimates rather higher returns in the 
coming decade  - figure 3.

Equity

Equity allocations among family office clients are 
broadly in line with our Reference Allocation - figure 4. 
Globally, the average on an equal-weighted basis was 
34.9%. Our Reference Allocation has a 32.0% 
weighting in this asset class. 
 
Family offices with larger asset holdings at Citi Private 
Bank are notably more exposed to equities than 
smaller ones. The capital-weighted average exposure 
globally was 55.9%, versus 34.9% on an equal-
weighted basis. Regionally, there were disparities. On 
an equal-weighted basis, family offices in Asia Pacific 
had the highest weighting at 42.0% and family offices 
in Europe, the Middle East & Africa had the lowest at 
30.2%

Whereas low fixed income allocations may partly result 
from the poor returns of the last decade, the fuller 
allocations to equity may reflect their stronger 
performance over the same period. However, it is 
worth noting that our methodology points to a 

moderation in Developed Market Equity returns over 
the ten years ahead, but higher returns in Emerging 
Market Equity  - figure 3.

Alternative asset classes

On average, family offices allocations were under-
allocated compared to the Reference Allocation to the 
alternative asset classes of Private Equity, Real Estate 
and Hedge Funds. On a global equal-weighted view, 
Private Equity had the highest weighting of 5.9%, 
followed by Real Estate (3.5%) and Hedge Funds 
(2.8%).
 
Our strategic asset allocation methodology estimates 
that potential returns from alternative asset classes 
will be above those of Developed Market Equity  - 
figure 3  - over the coming decade.

FIGURE 4:  GLOBAL ALLOCATION IN US 
DOLLARS WITH HEDGE FUNDS AND 15% 
ILLIQUIDS (PRIVATE EQUITY & REAL ESTATE) 
AT RISK LEVEL 3 

27.4% 
Developed Equity

4.6% 
Emerging 
Equity

32.4% 
Inv Grade Fixed Income

5.0% 
Real Estate

3.3% 
High Yield 

Fixed Income

12.0% 
Hedge Funds

10.0% 
Private Equity

3.3% 
Emerging Fixed Income

2.0% 
Cash

Source: Citi Global Wealth Investments Quant Research & Global Asset
Allocation teams, data as of October 31, 2022
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Family office
flows by region

What changed in family office client portfolios in the 
first quarter of 2023? 

In this section, we examine portfolio flows by region. 
Among the broad trends we observed were:

• Putting cash to work 
• A shift into fixed income 
• A mixed picture in equities
• A retreat from commodities
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A S I A  P A C I F I C

In Asia Pacific, family offices’ cash holdings fell in the first quarter of 2023, as they deployed cash into fixed income 
investments. While most of the family offices on average reduced equity allocations, we have noticed family offices 
with larger asset holdings at Citi Private Bank put more cash to work in equities.

FIGURE 8:  ASSET ALLOCATIONS (EQUAL-WEIGHTED)*

FIGURE 9:  ASSET ALLOCATIONS (CAPITAL-WEIGHTED)*

An equal-weighted average of family office client allocations; Mar 31, 2023 vs. Dec 31, 2022. 

CASH

FIXED INCOME

EQUITY

HEDGE FUNDS

PRIVATE EQUITY

REAL ESTATE

COMMODITIES

25.8% (-1.19%)

21.3% (1.48%)

41.3% (-0.28%)

3.9% (0.01%)

4.2% (0.04%)

2.8% (0.05%)

0.6% (-0.12%)

DEV. SOVEREIGN

DEV. IG

DIVERSIFIED DEBT

DEV. HY

EM DEBT

OTHER DEBT

DEV. LARGE CAP

DEV. SMALL/MID CAP

DIVERSIFIED EQUITY

EM EQUITY

OTHER EQUITY

0.8% (0.20%)

5.3% (0.22%)

5.3% (0.60%)
2.2% (0.27%)

5.3% (-0.17%)

2.3% (0.36%)

10.8% (-0.09%)
4.9% (-0.24%)

4.1% (0.03%)

19.1% (-0.40%)

2.4% (0.41%)

Source: Citi Private Bank, March 2023. The changes in asset allocation are based on trading activity. Holdings are normalized to Dec 31, 2022 valuations for 
consistency and, as such, are not impacted by price action. Detailed methodology is available on page 22. 
* Two weighting methodologies are used in this analysis: equal-weighted and capital-weighted. In the ‘equal-weighted’ methodology, each account included in the 
analysis is given the same weight (1/Number of Accounts). In the ‘capital-weighted’ methodology, each account’s weight is proportional to its market value (Weight
of Account A = Market Value of Account A / Market Value of Family Office Client Universe Holdings). This analysis takes holdings data from over 1,200 relationships 
globally and requires a minimum of 50 relationships in each region (APAC, EMEA, LATAM or NAM) to conduct this analysis.

An equal-weighted average of family office client allocations; Mar 31, 2023 vs. Dec 31, 2022. 

CASH

FIXED INCOME

EQUITY

HEDGE FUNDS

PRIVATE EQUITY

REAL ESTATE

COMMODITIES

18.9% (-0.75%)

20.1% (0.08%)

56.7% (0.77%)

1.4% (-0.05%)

1.6% (-0.02%)

1.0% (-0.01%)

0.4% (-0.01%)

DEV. SOVEREIGN

DEV. IG

DIVERSIFIED DEBT

DEV. HY

EM DEBT

OTHER DEBT

DEV. LARGE CAP

DEV. SMALL/MID CAP

DIVERSIFIED EQUITY

EM EQUITY

OTHER EQUITY

0.9% (0.07%)

6.2% (0.02%)

2.9% (0.43%)
2.4% (-0.01%)

5.5% (-0.65%)

2.3% (0.21%)

10.9% (0.89%)
2.9% (-0.09%)

2.3% (-0.02%)

37.7% (0.13%)

2.8% (-0.14%)

DECREASED ALLOCATION AS 

COMPARED TO PRIOR PERIOD

INCREASE IN ALLOCATION AS

COMPARED TO PREVIOUS PERIOD

NO CHANGE TO ALLOCATION AS 

COMPARED TO PREVIOUS PERIOD
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Fixed income

• Fixed income allocations rose on both an equal-
weighted and capital-weighted basis. The increase 
was broad-based across most sub-asset classes. 
Emerging market fixed income was an exception, 
with net dollar outflow. 

• Developed investment grade & developed 
sovereign also saw moderate net dollar inflows. 
The increase in exposure represented a 
continuation of the trend we observed in 
December 2022. Most buying and selling centered 
on financials, specifically large European and US 
banks’ credits. 

• Net dollar flow within developed corporate high 
yield was positive, albeit less so than in diversified 
fixed income and developed investment grade. 
Trading was dominated by financial credits. 

• Emerging market debt saw net dollar outflow. And 
there was broad reduction in exposure to real 
estate credits.  

Equities

• Equities saw a net dollar inflow. On an equal-
weighted basis, however, family office clients 
reduced allocation to equities. 

• Developed large-cap equities accounted for the 
bulk of the net dollar inflow. On an equal-weighted 
basis, allocations fell. Select technology and 
financial names saw buying interest, while selling 
occurred broadly across sectors. 

• Emerging Market Equity was the second largest 
contributor to equities’ positive net dollar flow, 
predominantly focused on China and Taiwan and 
likely driven by the China reopening in late 2022 
and early 2023. Buying was focused on consumer 
discretionary, technology and communication 
services sectors. There was a broad reduction 
across cyclical sectors, e.g., technology, industrials 
and materials.  

Alternatives and commodities

• We observed interest in multi-strategy global 
macro and relative value strategies. 

• Trading within commodities was muted.

The changes in asset allocation are based on trading activity. Holdings are normalized to Dec 31, 2022 valuations for consistency and, as such, are not impacted by 
price action. Detailed methodology is available on page 22. This page summarizes changes observed in Citi Private Bank’s single family office clients’ portfolio asset 
allocations in Q1 2023. The summary on this page is for informational purposes only, based on past activity, are not intended to represent investment advice, nor any 
projection of forward-looking performance.
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E U R O P E ,  T H E  M I D D L E  E A S T  &  A F R I C A

In Europe, the Middle East & Africa, family offices moved slightly away from cash to investment grade bonds. There 
was a shift into Private Equity, Real Estate and, to a lesser extent, into public market equity.

FIGURE 10:  ASSET ALLOCATIONS (EQUAL-WEIGHTED)*

CASH

FIXED INCOME

EQUITY

HEDGE FUNDS

PRIVATE EQUITY

REAL ESTATE

COMMODITIES

34.3% (-0.28%)

18.0% (-0.06%)

30.1% (0.11%)

3.1% (-0.19%)

7.1% (0.16%)

5.5% (0.23%)

1.8% (0.03%)

DEV. SOVEREIGN

DEV. IG

DIVERSIFIED DEBT

DEV. HY

EM DEBT

OTHER DEBT

DEV. LARGE CAP

DEV. SMALL/MID CAP

DIVERSIFIED EQUITY

EM EQUITY

OTHER EQUITY

3.7% (0.11%)

7.1% (0.84%)

1.9% (-0.51%)
1.6% (-0.26%)

3.4% -(0.18%)

0.2% (-0.05%)

14.6% (-0.07%)

5.4% (-0.13%)

5.6% (0.16%)

3.8% (0.13%)

0.7% (0.02%)
An equal-weighted average of family office client allocations; Mar 31, 2023 vs. Dec 31, 2022.

FIGURE 11 :  ASSET ALLOCATIONS (CAPITAL-WEIGHTED)*

CASH

FIXED INCOME

EQUITY

HEDGE FUNDS

PRIVATE EQUITY

REAL ESTATE

COMMODITIES

27.8% (-0.63%)

12.1% (1.44%)

46.3% (-1.48%)

3.7% (0.35%)

4.7% (0.38%)

3.5% (0.39%)

1.8% (-0.44%)

DEV. SOVEREIGN

DEV. IG

DIVERSIFIED DEBT

DEV. HY

EM DEBT

OTHER DEBT

DEV. LARGE CAP

DEV. SMALL/MID CAP

DIVERSIFIED EQUITY

EM EQUITY

OTHER EQUITY

2.4% (0.35%)

5.9% (1.26%)

1.1% (-0.03%)
1.2% (-0.15%)
1.5% (0.02%)

0.1% (-0.01%)
25.5% (1.09%)

12.7% (-0.62%)

3.0% (0.13%)

3.8% (-2.19%)

1.3% (0.11%)

An equal-weighted average of family office client allocations; Mar 31, 2023 vs. Dec 31, 2022. 

DECREASED ALLOCATION AS NO CHANGE TO ALLOCATION AS INCREASE IN ALLOCATION AS

COMPARED TO PRIOR PERIOD COMPARED TO PREVIOUS PERIOD COMPARED TO PREVIOUS PERIOD

Source: Citi Private Bank, March 2023. The changes in asset allocation are based on trading activity. Holdings are normalized to Dec 31, 2022 valuations for 
consistency and, as such, are not impacted by price action. Detailed methodology is available on page 22. 
* Two weighting methodologies are used in this analysis: equal-weighted and capital-weighted. In the ‘equal-weighted’ methodology, each account included in the 
analysis is given the same weight (1/Number of Accounts). In the ‘capital-weighted’ methodology, each account’s weight is proportional to its market value (Weight
of Account A = Market Value of Account A / Market Value of Family Office Client Universe Holdings). This analysis takes holdings data from over 1,200 relationships 
globally and requires a minimum of 50 relationships in each region (APAC, EMEA, LATAM or NAM) to conduct this analysis.
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Fixed income

• A “flight to quality” was in evidence, with 
Developed Investment Grade and Developed 
Sovereign Debt seeing net dollar inflows. Most 
trading activity centered on financial bonds, family 
offices being net buyers, while selling financial 
equities.

• Emerging market debt saw a net outflow, with sell 
trades outnumbering buy trades by almost double. 

Equities

• Emerging market equities on average saw net 
dollar inflows during the quarter. 

• At the sector level, allocations reduced to cyclical 
stocks and financials. 

• Developed small- and mid-cap equities saw a net 
outflow. 

Alternatives and commodities

• Allocations to private equity and real estate 
increased though this may be largely due to shifts 
in allocation across other asset classes.*

• Commodities stayed flat.

*Allocations to an asset class could change due to shifts in allocations to other asset classes. For example, an inflow of funds to one asset class while all others saw zero 
flows would register as negative flows for the latter.

Private Equity & Real Estate do not record flows unless it is the first capital call of a new fund or retirement of an existing fund. 

The changes in asset allocation are based on trading activity. Holdings are normalized to Dec 31, 2022 valuations for consistency and, as such, are not impacted by 
price action. Detailed methodology is available on page 22. This page summarizes changes observed in Citi Private Bank’s single family office clients’ portfolio asset 
allocations in Q1 2023. The summary on this page is for informational purposes only, based on past activity, are not intended to represent investment advice, nor any 
projection of forward-looking performance.
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L AT I N  A M E R I C A 

Allocations to cash rose in Latin America, as did fixed income holdings. A retreat from public equity was in 
evidence, as well as from commodities. This “flight to quality” was against a backdrop of heightened volatility and 
increased uncertainty in financial markets. 

FIGURE 12:  ASSET ALLOCATIONS (EQUAL-WEIGHTED)*

CASH

FIXED INCOME

EQUITY

HEDGE FUNDS

PRIVATE EQUITY

REAL ESTATE

COMMODITIES

27.7% (0.05%)

24.4% (0.22%)

33.6% (-0.61%)

3.7% (0.07%)

5.3% (-0.21%)

4.7% (0.54%)

0.7% (-0.07%)

MUNICIPAL BONDS

US IG BONDS

DEVELOPED IG BONDS (ex-US)

HIGH YIELD BONDS

EMERGING MARKET BONDS

OTHER FIXED INCOME

US LARGE CAP EQUITIES

US SMID CAP EQUITIES

DEVELOPED EQUITIES (ex-US)

EMERGING MARKET EQUITIES

OTHER EQUITIES 

0.01% (0.00%)

9.8% (0.55%)

1.5% (-0.14%)
2.1% (-0.15%)

6.6% (-0.11%)

4.4% (0.08%)

8.6% (-0.17%)
0.8% (0.01%)

5% (-0.16%)

8.8% (-0.25%)

10.5% (-0.02%)
An equal-weighted average of family office client allocations; Mar 31, 2023 vs. Dec 31, 2022.

FIGURE 13:  ASSET ALLOCATIONS (CAPITAL-WEIGHTED)*

CASH

FIXED INCOME

EQUITY

HEDGE FUNDS

PRIVATE EQUITY

REAL ESTATE

COMMODITIES

21.1% (0.88%)

16.9% (0.88%)

56.4% (-1.46%)

2.3% (-0.05%)

2.2% (-0.17%)

0.9% (-0.02%)

0.2% (-0.07%)

MUNICIPAL BONDS

US IG BONDS

DEVELOPED IG BONDS (ex-US)

HIGH YIELD BONDS

EMERGING MARKET BONDS

OTHER FIXED INCOME

US LARGE CAP EQUITIES

US SMID CAP EQUITIES

DEVELOPED EQUITIES (ex-US)

EMERGING MARKET EQUITIES

OTHER EQUITIES 

0.0% (0.0%)

8.4% (0.34%)

1.5% (-0.04%)

1.1% (-0.03%)
2.3% (-0.17%)

3.6% (0.78%)
6.6% (-0.57%)

0.7% (-0.03%)

3.4% (-0.13%)

22.4% (-0.65%)

23.3% (-0.08%)
An equal-weighted average of family office client allocations; Mar 31, 2023 vs. Dec 31, 2022.

DECREASED ALLOCATION AS NO CHANGE TO ALLOCATION AS INCREASE IN ALLOCATION AS

COMPARED TO PRIOR PERIOD COMPARED TO PREVIOUS PERIOD COMPARED TO PREVIOUS PERIOD

Source: Citi Private Bank, March 2023. The changes in asset allocation are based on trading activity. Holdings are normalized to Dec 31, 2022 valuations for 
consistency and, as such, are not impacted by price action. Detailed methodology is available on page 22. 
* Two weighting methodologies are used in this analysis: equal-weighted and capital-weighted. In the ‘equal-weighted’ methodology, each account included in the 
analysis is given the same weight (1/Number of Accounts). In the ‘capital-weighted’ methodology, each account’s weight is proportional to its market value (Weight
of Account A = Market Value of Account A / Market Value of Family Office Client Universe Holdings). This analysis takes holdings data from over 1,200 relationships 
globally and requires a minimum of 50 relationships in each region (APAC, EMEA, LATAM or NAM) to conduct this analysis.
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Fixed income

• The increase in fixed income was more 
pronounced in family offices with larger asset 
holdings at Citi Private Bank.

• Flows primarily went into US Investment Grade 
Fixed Income as investors positioned themselves 
to de-risk their portfolios amid high volatility and 
to take advantage of the higher interest rates 
environment. 

• Clients actively reduced exposure to High Yield 
and Emerging Market Fixed Income.

Equities

• The decrease in equities was more pronounced in 
family offices with larger asset holdings at Citi 
Private Bank.

• This shift out of equities happened across all 
sub-asset classes. 

Alternatives and commodities

• Half of all family office clients have an allocation 
to Private Equity and Real Estate held with Citi 
Private Bank.*

• Overall, family offices in Latin America continue to 
invest in private debt and special opportunities 
funds.  

*Allocations to an asset class could change due to shifts in allocations to other asset classes. For example, an inflow of funds to one asset class while all others saw zero 
flows would register as negative flows for the latter.

Private Equity & Real Estate do not record flows unless it is the first capital call of a new fund or retirement of an existing fund.

The changes in asset allocation are based on trading activity. Holdings are normalized to Dec 31, 2022 valuations for consistency and, as such, are not impacted by 
price action. Detailed methodology is available on page 22. This page summarizes changes observed in Citi Private Bank’s single family office clients’ portfolio asset 
allocations in Q1 2023. The summary on this page is for informational purposes only, based on past activity, are not intended to represent investment advice, nor any 
projection of forward-looking performance.
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N O R T H  A M E R I C A 

Against the backdrop of a volatile first quarter in 2023, we saw a “flight-to-quality” trend among our family office 
clients. The majority of the flows went into US Treasuries and Municipal Bonds as clients repositioned their 
portfolios to account for the perceived weakness in the banking sector and to take advantage of higher yields on 
offer. We also saw a modest increase in US Large Cap Equity, with a preference toward cyclical sectors such as 
materials as a potential sign that renewed global growth could be on the horizon.

FIGURE 14:  ASSET ALLOCATIONS (EQUAL-WEIGHTED)*

CASH

FIXED INCOME

EQUITY

HEDGE FUNDS

PRIVATE EQUITY

REAL ESTATE

COMMODITIES

32.7% (-0.17%)

20.5% (0.19%)

34.6% (0.39%)

1.7% (0.07%)

7.7% (-0.34%)

2.2% (-0.07%)

0.6% (-0.06%)

MUNICIPAL BONDS

US IG BONDS

DEVELOPED IG BONDS (ex-US)

HIGH YIELD BONDS

EMERGING MARKET BONDS

OTHER FIXED INCOME

US LARGE CAP EQUITIES

US SMID CAP EQUITIES

DEVELOPED EQUITIES (ex-US)

EMERGING MARKET EQUITIES

OTHER EQUITIES 

12.7% (0.51%)

4.9% (-0.24%)

0.2% (-0.12%)
0.4% (-0.07%)
0.0% (-0.04%)

2.3% (0.14%)
18.5% (0.31%)

4.1% (0.11%)

3.4% (-0.01%)

2.0% (-0.01%)

6.6% (-0.01%)

An equal-weighted average of family office client allocations; Mar 31, 2023 vs. Dec 31, 2022.

FIGURE 15:  ASSET ALLOCATIONS (CAPITAL-WEIGHTED)*

CASH

FIXED INCOME

EQUITY

HEDGE FUNDS

PRIVATE EQUITY

REAL ESTATE

COMMODITIES

27.7% (-0.95%)

11.9% (0.65%)

57.6% (0.23%)

0.9% (0.02%)

1.5% (0.06%)

0.5% (0.01%)

0.1% (-0.02%)

MUNICIPAL BONDS

US IG BONDS

DEVELOPED IG BONDS (ex-US)

HIGH YIELD BONDS

EMERGING MARKET BONDS

OTHER FIXED INCOME

US LARGE CAP EQUITIES

US SMID CAP EQUITIES

DEVELOPED EQUITIES (ex-US)

EMERGING MARKET EQUITIES

OTHER EQUITIES 

6.7% (0.46%)

3.7% (0.18%)

0.1% (0.03%)
0.2% (0.00%)

0.0% (-0.07%)

1.2% (0.06%)

31.6% (0.20%)
1.8% (-0.01%)

3.5% (0.07%)

2.5% (0.06%)

18.1% (-0.08%)

A capital-weighted average of family office client allocations; Mar 31, 2023 vs. Dec 31, 2022.

DECREASED ALLOCATION AS NO CHANGE TO ALLOCATION AS INCREASE IN ALLOCATION AS

COMPARED TO PRIOR PERIOD COMPARED TO PREVIOUS PERIOD COMPARED TO PREVIOUS PERIOD

Source: Citi Private Bank, March 2023. The changes in asset allocation are based on trading activity. Holdings are normalized to Dec 31, 2022 valuations for 
consistency and, as such, are not impacted by price action. Detailed methodology is available on page 22. 
* Two weighting methodologies are used in this analysis: equal-weighted and capital-weighted. In the ‘equal-weighted’ methodology, each account included in the 
analysis is given the same weight (1/Number of Accounts). In the ‘capital-weighted’ methodology, each account’s weight is proportional to its market value (Weight 
of Account A = Market Value of Account A / Market Value of Family Office Client Universe Holdings). This analysis takes holdings data from over 1,200 relationships 
globally and requires a minimum of 50 relationships in each region (APAC, EMEA, LATAM or NAM) to conduct this analysis.
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Fixed income

• Allocation to fixed income went up as clients 
looked to de-risk their investment portfolios by 
increasing exposure to high-quality fixed income. 
Family office clients invested in Municipal Bonds 
(“munis”) and US Treasuries. 

• Looking at flows in dollar terms, we saw that the 
increase in allocation to munis was roughly 2.5 
times the increase in US Investment Grade Fixed 
Income, which may make sense given the tax 
advantage munis can provide to US investors.  

• Changes in allocation to High Yield and Non-US 
Developed Investment Grade Fixed Income were 
marginal, whereas family office clients reduced 
exposure to Emerging Market Fixed Income.

Equity

• US Large Cap was the primary driver for increased 
exposure to equities. Clients actively retained or 
built positions to take advantage of discounted 
valuations.

• From a sector positioning perspective, clients 
reduced their exposure to financials against a 
backdrop of perceived weakness in the banking 
sector. Clients added to their exposure in 
materials.

• We saw that the exposure to non-US equities 
across developed and emerging markets) was 
marginally up during the quarter on a dollar-
weight basis. Clients primarily used broad-based 
ETFs for trading within these sub-asset classes.

Alternatives 

• Activity in Private Equity and Real Estate was 
muted during the first quarter of 2023.*

• Clients marginally reduced their exposure to gold. 
This may potentially be due to profit-taking as gold 
hit all-time high during the first quarter of 2023. 

*Allocations to an asset class could change due to shifts in allocations to other asset classes. For example, an inflow of funds to one asset class while all others saw zero 
flows would register as negative flows for the latter. 

Private Equity & Real Estate do not record flows unless it is the first capital call of a new fund or retirement of an existing fund.

The changes in asset allocation are based on trading activity. Holdings are normalized to Dec 31, 2022 valuations for consistency and, as such, are not impacted by 
price action. Detailed methodology is available on page 22. This page summarizes changes observed in Citi Private Bank’s single family office clients’ portfolio asset 
allocations in Q1 2023. The summary on this page is for informational purposes only, based on past activity, are not intended to represent investment advice, nor any 
projection of forward-looking performance.
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Closing 
thoughts
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U P S I D E  A M I D  U N C E R TA I N T Y

The first quarter of 2023 saw broad-based upside across fixed income and equity sub-categories – figure 3. This 
was despite turmoil in parts of the global banking system, ongoing geopolitical tensions and recession fears. In our 
view, this performance emphasizes the importance of building globally diversified portfolios and keeping them 
invested throughout market cycles.

FIGURE 16:  MARKET PERFORMANCE

TOTAL RETURN (%) YTD TOTAL RETURN (%)
FIXED INCOME

US AGGREGATE

EUROPEAN AGGREGATE

GLOBAL AGGREGATE

US HIGH YIELD CORPORATE

EUROPEAN HIGH  YIELD CORPORATE

EM HARD CURRENCY AGGREGATE

EM SOVEREIGN (LOCAL)

3.0% 3.0%

2.1% 2.1%

3.0% 3.0%

3.6% 3.6%

2.9% 2.9%

2.3% 2.3%

3.1% 3.1%

EQUITIES

US  EQUITIES

EUROPEAN EQUITIES

JAPANESE EQUITIES

LATAM EQUITIES

EM ASIA EQUITIES

EM EUROPEAN EQUITIES 

GLOBAL EQUITIES

7.5% 7.5%

16.0% 16.0%

7.0% 7.0%

4.0% 4.0%

4.8% 4.8%

1.5% 1.5%

7.4% 7.4%

HEDGE FUNDS

HEDGE FUNDS OF FUNDS 0.0% 0.0%

COMMODITIES

CRUDE OIL (WTI) ($/BARREL)

BRENT OIL ($/BARREL)

GOLD ($/OUNCE)

-5.9% -5.9%

-5.7% -5.7%

8.0% 8.0%

FIXED INCOME EQUITIES HEDGE FUNDS COMMODITIES

As of March 31, 2023

Source: Bloomberg, data as of March 31, 2023, OCIS March 2023. Q1 Total Return Analysis Period: Jan 2023 – Mar 2023. Note: Return is in USD terms and is total 
returns. Past performance is not indicative of future returns. The indices are unmanaged and are not investable. Index data is provided for comparative purposes only. 
Please refer to page 24 for index definitions. Diversification does not ensure profit or protection against loss.
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More key reads for
family offices

A N N U A L  FA M I LY  O F F I C E  S U R V E Y 

R E P O R T

Initiated during the seventh annual Family Office
Leadership Program last June, the 2022 Family 
Office Survey collected responses from over 125 
family office clients over a month-long period.

The findings and analysis in the resulting report
offer exclusive insights into the thinking of some
of the world’s most sophisticated family offices.

V I E W  T H E  2 0 2 2  R E P O R T

We regularly publish topical insights on the most 
important topics for family offices.

Read our latest articles and publications at 
citiprivatebank.com/globalfamilyoffice

F E AT U R E D  W H I T E  P A P E R S

Eight best 
practices for 
family leadership 
succession

A guide to 
establishing a 
family office

Executive reward 
and retention 
strategies for 
family offices

Family learning   
and education 
initiatives: building a 
foundation for the 
future

When hope is not a 
strategy: preparing 
children for 
significant wealth

Investment 
management best 
practices for family 
offices

http://citiprivatebank.com/globalfamilyoffice
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About the Global 
Family Office Group

Citi Private Bank’s Global Family Office Group serves 
single family offices, private investment companies 
and private holding companies, including             
family-owned enterprises and foundations, around  
the world. 

We offer clients comprehensive private banking and 
family office advisory services, institutional access to 
global opportunities and connections to a community 
of like-minded peers.

For more information, please contact your Private 
Banker or the group head in your region. 

citiprivatebank.com/globalfamilyoffice

R E G I O N A L  C O N TA C T S 

Alessandro Parise 
Latin America Head
Global Family Office Group
alessandro.parise@citi.com 

Alessandro Amicucci 
Europe, Middle East & Africa Head
Global Family Office Group 
alessandro.amicucci@citi.com 

Bernard Wai 
Asia Pacific Head
Global Family Office Group
bernard.wai@citi.com

http://citiprivatebank.com/globalfamilyoffice
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About the Global 
Investment Lab

The Global Investment Lab is a dedicated, 
institutional-calibre analytical team within Citi Global 
Wealth that is focused on customized portfolio 
construction, risk management and investment 
strategy. 

We understand the complex needs of family offices 
and are committed to helping clients identify 
opportunities and make well-informed investment 
decisions. From liquidity events to direct investment to 
strategic portfolio realignment, we put our analytical 
minds and deep experience with portfolio construction 
to work identifying the appropriate investment 
portfolio opportunities for your family office. 

citiprivatebank.com/globalinvestmentlab

R E G I O N A L  C O N TA C T S 

Sneha Jose 
North America Head
Global Investment Lab
sneha.jose@citi.com

Juan Francisco Clemenza 
Latin America Head
Global Investment Lab 
juan.clemenza@citi.com 

Sukhavasi Venkata Vamsi
Europe, Middle East & Africa Head
Global Investment Lab 
sukhavasi.venkata.vamsi@citi.com 

Rajesh Adwalpalker
Asia Pacific Head
Global Investment Lab 
rajesh.adwalpalker@citi.com

http://citiprivatebank.com/globalinvestmentlab
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Methodology

We use equal-weighted and capital-weighted 
methodologies in this analysis. 

In the equal-weighted methodology, each account 
included in the analysis is given the same weight in the 
calculation of averages. 

Equal-weighted calculation = 1/number of family office 
accounts. 

In the capital-weighted methodology, each account’s 
weight is proportional to its asset value, such that 
larger family office accounts have a greater bearing on 
the average calculations. 

Capital-weighted calculation = Account A’s asset value / 
total value of family office client assets.

This analysis takes asset data from over 1,200 
relationships globally, requiring a minimum of 50 
relationships in each region (APAC, EMEA, LATAM or 
NAM) for that region to be included.

The analysis is only inclusive of assets for which Citi 
holds information (e.g., direct client investments are 
not captured). 

Asset allocation (pg. 6)

Snapshot of asset allocation on a capital-weighted and 
equal-weighted basis, excluding:

a. Liabilities;

b. Client accounts valued at <USD 1MM; and 

c. Clients who hold 90% (or more) of their assets in 
Cash & Cash Equivalents

Regional flows (pgs. 9-17)

Changes in the value of assets held, and the resultant 
impact on aggregate asset class weights, are entirely 
based on changing quantities and do not incorporate 
any price effects. Products with multiple asset classes 
and holdings traded within managed portfolios are 
excluded from this analysis, along with:

a. Negative positions and liabilities;

b. Unfunded derivatives positions;

c. Client accounts valued at <USD 1MM;

d. Client accounts opened or closed during the analysis 
period; 

e. Clients who hold 90% (or more) of their assets in 
Cash & Cash Equivalents at both observation points; 
and

f. Client accounts whose total asset value has changed 
by >100%.

Allocations to an asset class could change due to shifts 
in allocations to other asset classes. For example, an 
inflow of funds to one asset class while all others saw 
zero flows would register as negative flows for the 
latter.

Private Equity & Real Estate do not record flows unless 
it is the first capital call of a new fund or retirement of 
an existing fund.

Past performance is not indicative of future results.
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Index Definitions

US Aggregate - Bloomberg Barclays U.S. Aggregate 
Bond Index
The Bloomberg Barclays U.S. Aggregate Bond Index is a 
broad-based benchmark that measures the investment 
grade, U.S. dollar-denominated, fixed-rate taxable bond 
market. This includes Treasuries, government-related 
and corporate securities, mortgage backed securities, 
asset-backed securities and collateralized mortgage-
backed securities.

European Aggregate - Bloomberg Barclays Euro Agg 
Total Return Index
The Bloomberg Barclays Euro Aggregate Bond Index 
includes fixed-rate, investment grade Euro denominated 
bonds. Inclusion is based on the currency of the issue, 
and not the domicile of the issuer. The principal sectors 
in the index are the Treasury, corporate, government-
related and securitized.

Global Aggregate - Bloomberg Barclays Global 
Aggregate Bond
The Index measures the performance of the global 
investment grade, fixed-rate bond markets. The 
benchmark includes government, government-related 
and corporate bonds, as well as asset-backed, 
mortgage-backed and commercial mortgage-backed 
securities from both developed and emerging markets 
issuers.

US High Yield Corporate - Bloomberg Barclays US 
Corporate High Yield Total Return Index
The Bloomberg Barclays US Corporate High Yield Bond 
Index measures the USD-denominated, high yield, 
fixed-rate corporate bond market. Securities are 
classified as high yield if the middle rating of Moody’s, 
Fitch and S&P is Ba1/BB+/BB+ or below. Bonds from 
issuers with an emerging markets country of risk, 
based on Barclays EM country definition, are excluded.
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European High Yield Corporate - Bloomberg Barclays 
Pan-European High Yield Total Return Index
The Bloomberg Barclays Pan-European High Yield 
Index measures the market of non-investment grade, 
fixed-rate corporate bonds denominated in the 
following currencies: euro, pounds sterling, Danish 
krone, Norwegian krone, Swedish krona and Swiss 
franc. Inclusion is based on the currency of issue, and 
not the domicile of the issuer.

EM Hard Currency Aggregate - Bloomberg Barclays 
EM Local Currency Government TR Index
The Bloomberg Barclays Emerging Markets Local 
Currency Government Index is a flagship index that 
measures the performance of local currency Emerging 
Markets (EM) debt. Classification as an EM is rules-
based and reviewed annually using World Bank income 
group, International Monetary Fund (IMF) country 
classification and additional considerations such as 
market size and investability.

US Equities - S&P 500 Index
The S&P 500® is widely regarded as the best single 
gauge of large-cap U.S. equities. There is over USD 9.9 
trillion indexed or benchmarked to the index, with 
indexed assets comprising approximately USD 3.4 
trillion of this total. The index includes 500 leading 
companies and covers approximately 80% of available 
market capitalization.

European Equities - EURO STOXX 50
The EURO STOXX 50 Index, Europe’s leading blue-chip 
index for the Eurozone, provides a blue-chip 
representation of supersector leaders in the region. 
The index covers 50 stocks from 11 Eurozone countries. 
The index is licensed to financial institutions to serve 
as an underlying for a wide range of investment 
products such as exchange-traded funds (ETFs), 
futures, options and structured products.

Japanese Equities - Nikkei 225
The Nikkei-225 Stock Average is a price-weighted 
average of 225 top-rated Japanese companies listed in 
the First Section of the Tokyo Stock Exchange. The 
Nikkei Stock Average was first published on May 16, 
1949, where the average price was ¥176.21 with a 
divisor of 225.

LatAm Equities - MSCI Emerging Markets Latin 
America Index
Latin America Index captures large- and mid-cap 
representation across 6 Emerging Markets (EM) 
countries* in Latin America. With 118 constituents, the 
index covers approximately 85% of the free 
float-adjusted market capitalization in each country.

EM Asia Equities - MSCI Emerging Markets Asia 
Index
The MSCI Emerging Markets (EM) Asia Index captures 
large- and mid-cap representation across 9 Emerging 
Markets countries. With 903 constituents, the index 
covers approximately 85% of the free float-adjusted 
market capitalization in each country.

EM European Equities - MSCI EMERGING MARKETS 
EUROPE INDEX
The MSCI Emerging Markets Europe Index captures 
large- and mid-cap representation across 6 Emerging 
Markets (EM) countries in Europe. With 72 
constituents, the index covers approximately 85% of 
the free float-adjusted market capitalization in each 
country.

Global Equities - MSCI All Country World Index 
(ACWI)
The MSCI ACWI is a market capitalization weighted 
index designed to provide a broad measure of equity-
market performance throughout the world. The MSCI 
ACWI is maintained by Morgan Stanley Capital 
International (MSCI) and is comprised of stocks from 
23 developed countries and 24 emerging markets.

Hedge Fund Research - HFRX Global Hedge Fund 
Index
The HFRX Global Hedge Fund Index is designed to be 
representative of the overall composition of the hedge 
fund universe. It is comprised of all eligible hedge fund 
strategies falling within four principal strategies: 
equity hedge, event driven, macro/CTA, and relative 
value arbitrage.
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Asset class and
other definitions

Strategic Return Estimate (SRE): Citi Global Wealth
Investments’ forecast of returns for specific asset
classes over a 10-year time horizon. The forecast for
each specific asset class is made using a proprietary
methodology that we believe is appropriate for that
asset class. Equity asset classes are forecast using a
proprietary methodology based on the calculation of
valuation levels with the assumption these valuation
levels revert to their long-term trends over time. The
methodology is built around specific valuation
measures that require several stages of calculation.
Assumptions on the projected growth of earnings and
dividends are additionally applied to calculate the SRE
of the equity asset class. Fixed Income asset classes
are forecast using a proprietary methodology based
on current yield levels. Other asset classes have other
specific forecasting methodologies.

Asset class SREs are made up from each individual
country’s SREs in each asset class. AVS weights each
country’s SRE by that country’s market capitalization
to calculate an overall asset class SRE. But for home-
bias allocations, the home-bias country is given much 
larger weightings than its market capitalization would 
suggest, while other countries get a proportionately 
lower weighting.

Each SRE is gross of actual client fees and expenses.
Components of the methodology used to create the
SREs include the rate of return for various asset
classes based on indices. Future rates of return cannot 
be predicted with certainty. Investments that pay 
higher rates of return are often subject to higher risk 
and greater potential loss in an extreme scenario. It is 
not possible to invest directly in an index.

Global Developed Market Equity
The asset class is composed of MSCI indices capturing
large-, mid- and small-cap representation across 18
individual developed markets countries, as weighted
by the market capitalization of these countries. The
composite covers approximately 95% of the free
float-adjusted market capitalization in each country.

Global Emerging Market Equity
The asset class is composed of MSCI indices capturing
large- and mid-cap representation across 20 individual
emerging-market countries. The composite covers
approximately 85% of the free float-adjusted market
capitalization in each country. For the purposes of
supplemental long-term historical data, local-market
country indices are used, wherever applicable.

Diversified Equities refer to holdings that have broad 
investment mandates spanning multiple geographies 
and/or categories, e.g. developed large-cap, developed 
small- and mid-cap and emerging equities.

Other Equities include other areas within equities 
which cannot be categorized using the standard 
sub-asset classes methodology, e.g. funded structured 
products.

Global Developed Investment Grade Fixed Income
The asset class is composed of Bloomberg Barclays
indices capturing investment grade debt from twenty
different local currency markets. The composite
includes fixed-rate treasury, government-related, and
investment grade rated corporate and securitized
bonds, and mortgage-backed securities from the
developed-market issuers. Local market indices for
US, UK and Japan are used for supplemental historical
data.
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Global High Yield Fixed Income
The asset class is composed of Bloomberg Barclays
indices measuring the non-investment grade, fixed 
rate corporate bonds denominated in USD, GBP and 
EUR. Securities are classified as high yield if the 
middle rating of Moody’s, Fitch, and S&P is Ba1/BB+/ 
BB+ or below, excluding emerging market debt.
Ibbotson High Yield Index, a broad high yield index
including bonds across the maturity spectrum, within
the BB-B rated credit quality spectrum, included in the
below-investment-grade universe, is used for
supplemental historical data.

Global Emerging Fixed Income
The asset class is composed of Bloomberg Barclays
indices measuring performance of fixed and floating 
rate US dollar denominated emerging markets
sovereign debt for 3 different regions including Latin
America, EMEA and Asia.

Diversified Fixed Income includes holdings that 
combine distinct global and credit spectrum 
categories, e.g. Developed Investment Grade, 
Developed High Yield and Emerging Markets Fixed 
Income. 

Other Debt includes any other sub-segments within 
Fixed Income that cannot be categorized using the 
standard sub-asset classes methodology, e.g. rates-
linked structured products.

Cash
The asset class is represented by US 3-Month 
Government Bond TR, measuring the USD 
denominated active 3-month fixed-rate nominal debt 
issues by the US Treasury.

Hedge Funds
The asset class is composed of investment managers
employing different investment styles as 
characterized by different sub categories — HFRI 
Equity Long/Short: Positions both long and short in 
primarily equity and equity derivative securities; HFRI 
Credit: Positions in corporate fixed income securities; 
HFRI Event Driven: Positions in companies currently 
or prospectively involved in wide variety of corporate 
transactions; HFRI Relative Value: Positions based on 

a valuation discrepancy between multiple securities; 
HFRI Multi Strategy: Positions based on realization of 
a spread between related yield instruments; HFRI 
Macro: Positions based on movements in underlying 
economic variables and their impact on different 
markets; Barclays Trader CTA Index: The composite
performance of established programs (Commodity
Trading Advisors) with more than four years of
performance history.

Private Equity
The asset class characteristics are driven by those for
Developed Market Small-Cap Equities, adjusted for
illiquidity, sector concentration and greater leverage.

Real Estate
The asset class contains index contains all Equity
REITs (US REITs and publicly-traded real estate
companies) not designated as Timber REITs or
Infrastructure REITs: NAREIT US REIT Index, NAREIT
Canada REIT Index, NAREIT UK REIT Index, NAREIT
Switzerland REIT Index, NAREIT Euro zone REIT Index,
NAREIT Japan REIT Index, NAREIT Hong Kong REIT
Index, NAREIT Singapore REIT Index, NAREIT
Australia REIT Index.

Commodities
The asset class contains the index composites — GSCI
Precious Metals Index, GSCI Energy Index, GSCI
Industrial Metals Index, and GSCI Agricultural Index —
measuring investment performance in different
markets, namely precious metals (e.g. gold, silver),
energy commodity (e.g. oil, coal), industrial metals
(e.g. copper, iron ore) and agricultural commodity
(e.g. soy, coffee) respectively. Reuters/Jeffries CRB
Spot Price Index, the TR/CC CRB Excess Return Index,
an arithmetic average of commodity futures prices
with monthly rebalancing, is used for supplemental
historical data.
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Important Information

In any instance where distribution of this communication (“Communication”) is subject to the rules of the U.S. Commodity Futures Trading Commission (“CFTC”), this com-
munication constitutes an invitation to consider entering into a derivatives transaction under U.S. CFTC Regulations §§ 1.71 and 23.605, where applicable, but is not a binding 
offer to buy/sell any financial instrument. 

This Communication is prepared by Citi Global Wealth Investments (“CGWI”) which is comprised of the Investments and Capital Markets capabilities of Citi Private Bank, Citi Global 
Wealth at Work, Citi Personal Wealth Management and International Personal Bank U.S. 

CGWI and CPB personnel are not research analysts, and the information in this Communication is not intended to constitute “research”, as that term is defined by applicable regu-
lations. Unless otherwise indicated, any reference to a research report or research recommendation is not intended to represent the whole report and is not in itself considered a 
recommendation or research report.

All views, opinions and estimates expressed in this communication (i) may change without notice, and (ii) may differ from those views, opinions and estimates held or expressed by 
Citigroup or other Citigroup personnel. Recipients of this communication should obtain advice based on their individual circumstances from their own tax, financial, legal and other 
advisors before making an investment decision, and only make such decisions on the basis of the investor’s own objectives, experience and resources.

Citi Private Bank is a business of Citigroup Inc. (“Citigroup”), which provides its clients access to a broad array of products and services available through bank and non-bank affiliates 
of Citigroup. Not all products and services are provided by all affiliates or are available at all locations. In the U.S., investment products and services are provided by Citigroup Global 
Markets Inc. (“CGMI”), member FINRA and SIPC, and Citi Private Advisory, LLC (“CPA”), member FINRA and SIPC and Citi Global Alternatives, LLC (“CGA”). CGMI accounts are carried 
by Pershing LLC, member FINRA, NYSE, SIPC. CPA acts as distributor of certain alternative investment products to clients of Citi Private Bank. CGMI, CPA, CGA and Citibank, N.A. are 
affiliated companies under the common control of Citigroup.

Outside the U.S., investment products and services are provided by other Citigroup affiliates. Investment Management services (including portfolio management) are available 
through CGMI, CGA, Citibank, N.A. and other affiliated advisory businesses. 

Citi Private Bank personnel are not research analysts, and the information in this Communication is not intended to constitute “research”, as that term is defined by applicable 
regulations. Unless otherwise indicated, any reference to a research report or research recommendation is not intended to represent the whole report and is not in itself considered 
a recommendation or research report.

This document is for informational purposes only. All opinions are subject to change without notice. Opinions expressed herein may differ from the opinions expressed by other busi-
nesses of Citigroup Inc., are not intended to be a forecast of future events or a guarantee of future results.  Although information in this document has been obtained from sources 
believed to be reliable, Citigroup Inc. and its affiliates do not guarantee its accuracy or completeness and accept no liability for any direct or consequential losses arising from its use. 
Nothing contained herein shall be construed as a recommendation or advice by Citibank or any of its affiliates to enter into any transaction.

In Canada, Citi Private Bank is a division of Citibank Canada, a Schedule II Canadian chartered bank. References herein to Citi Private Bank and its activities in Canada relate solely to 
Citibank Canada and do not refer to any affiliates or subsidiaries of Citibank Canada operating in Canada. Certain investment products are made available through Citibank Canada 
Investment Funds Limited (“CCIFL”), a wholly owned subsidiary of Citibank Canada. Investment Products are subject to investment risk, including possible loss of principal amount 
invested. Investment Products are not insured by the CDIC, FDIC or depository insurance regime of any jurisdiction and are not guaranteed by Citigroup or any affiliate thereof. This 
document is for information purposes only and does not constitute an offer to sell or a solicitation of an offer to buy any securities to any person in any jurisdiction. The information 
set out herein may be subject to updating, completion, revision, verification and amendment and such information may change materially. Citigroup, its affiliates and any of the of-
ficers, directors, employees, representatives or agents shall not be held liable for any direct, indirect, incidental, special, or consequential damages, including loss of profits, arising 
out of the use of information contained herein, including through errors whether caused by negligence or otherwise. CCIFL is not currently a member and does not intend to become 
a member of the Mutual Fund Dealers Association of Canada (“MFDA”); consequently, clients of CCIFL will not have available to them investor protection benefits that would otherwise 
derive from membership of CCIFL in the MFDA, including coverage under any investor protection plan for clients of members of the MFDA. 

Citibank N.A., London Branch (registered branch number BR001018), Citigroup Centre, Canada Square, Canary Wharf, London, E14 5LB, is authorised and regulated by the Office of 
the Comptroller of the Currency (USA) and authorised by the Prudential Regulation Authority. Subject to regulation by the Financial Conduct Authority and limited regulation by the 
Prudential Regulation Authority. Details about the extent of our regulation by the Prudential Regulation Authority are available from us on request. The contact number for Citibank 
N.A., London Branch is +44 (0)20 7508 8000. 

Citibank Europe plc (UK Branch), is a branch of Citibank Europe plc, which is authorised and regulated by the Central Bank of Ireland and the European Central Bank. Authorised by 
the Prudential Regulation Authority. Subject to regulation by the Financial Conduct Authority and limited regulation by the Prudential Regulation Authority. Details about the extent 
of our regulation by the Prudential Regulation Authority are available from us on request. Citibank Europe plc, UK Branch is registered as a branch in the register of companies for 
England and Wales with registered branch number BR017844. Its registered address is Citigroup Centre, Canada Square, Canary Wharf, London E14 5LB. VAT No.: GB 429 6256 
29. Citibank Europe plc is registered in Ireland with number 132781, with its registered office at 1 North Wall Quay, Dublin 1. Citibank Europe plc is regulated by the Central Bank of 
Ireland. Ultimately owned by Citigroup Inc., New York, USA. 

Citibank Europe plc, Luxembourg Branch, registered with the Luxembourg Trade and Companies Register under number B 200204, is a branch of Citibank Europe plc. It is subject 
to the joint supervision of the European Central bank and the Central Bank of Ireland. It is furthermore subject to limited regulation by the Commission de Surveillance du Secteur 
Financier (the CSSF) in its role as host Member State authority and registered with the CSSF under number B00000395. Its business office is at 31, Z.A. Bourmicht, 8070 Bertrange, 
Grand Duchy of Luxembourg. Citibank Europe plc is registered in Ireland with company registration number 132781. It is regulated by the Central Bank of Ireland under the reference 
number C26553 and supervised by the European Central Bank. Its registered office is at 1 North Wall Quay, Dublin 1, Ireland. 
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In Jersey, this document is communicated by Citibank N.A., Jersey Branch which has its registered address at PO Box 104, 38 Esplanade, St Helier, Jersey JE4 8QB. Citibank N.A., 
Jersey Branch is regulated by the Jersey Financial Services Commission. Citibank N.A. Jersey Branch is a participant in the Jersey Bank Depositors Compensation Scheme. The 
Scheme offers protection for eligible deposits of up to £50,000. The maximum total amount of compensation is capped at £100,000,000 in any 5 year period. Full details of the 
Scheme and banking groups covered are available on the States of Jersey website www.gov.je/dcs, or on request. 

In Switzerland, this document is communicated by Citibank (Switzerland) AG, which has its registered address at Hardstrasse 201, 8005 Zurich, Citibank N.A., Zurich Branch, which 
has its registered address at Hardstrasse 201, 8005 Zurich, or Citibank N.A., Geneva Branch, which has its registered address at 2, Quai de la Poste, 1204 Geneva. Citibank (Switz-
erland) AG and Citibank, N.A., Zurich and Geneva Branches are authorised and supervised by the Swiss Financial Supervisory Authority (FINMA). 

Citibank, N.A., Hong Kong/ Singapore is organised under the laws of U.S.A. with limited liability. In Hong Kong, this document is issued by CPB operating through Citibank, N.A., Hong 
Kong branch, which is regulated by the Hong Kong Monetary Authority. Any questions in connection with the contents in this document should be directed to registered or licensed 
representatives of Citibank, N.A., Hong Kong branch. To the extent this document is provided to clients who are booked and/or managed in Hong Kong: No other statement(s) in this 
document shall operate to remove, exclude or restrict any of your rights or obligations of Citibank under applicable laws and regulations. Citibank, N.A., Hong Kong Branch does not 
intend to rely on any provisions herein which are inconsistent with its obligations under the Code of Conduct for Persons Licensed by or Registered with the Securities and Futures 
Commission, or which mis-describes the actual services to be provided to you.

In Singapore, this document is issued by CPB operating through Citibank, N.A., Singapore branch, which is regulated by the Monetary Authority of Singapore. Any questions in con-
nection with the contents in this document should be directed to registered or licensed representatives of Citibank, N.A., Singapore branch. 

In Singapore, art advisory services/products cannot be marketed by Singapore bankers or booked in Singapore. 

Citibank, N.A. is incorporated in the United States of America and its principal regulators are the US Office of the Comptroller of Currency and Federal Reserve under US laws, which 
differ from Australian laws. Citibank, N.A. does not hold an Australian Financial Services Licence under the Corporations Act 2001 as it enjoys the benefit of an exemption under ASIC 
Class Order CO 03/1101 (remade as ASIC Corporations (Repeal and Transitional) Instrument 2016/396 and extended by ASIC Corporations (Amendment) Instrument 2022/623). 

© 2023 Citigroup Inc. All Rights Reserved. Citi, Citi and Arc Design and other marks used herein are service marks of Citigroup Inc. or its affiliates, used and registered throughout 
the world.
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